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Dobie Tails
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Greetings,
Welcome to our first newsletter of 2017.
It has been a busy winter at the rescue with many dogs coming in needing medical care as they
prepare for their forever homes. We are so grateful to have supporters who donate to make this
happen so the dogs get all of the care that they need.
This issue of our newsletter is focused on training and safety. They go hand in hand in many ways.
You will see an article of a foster who went the extra mile (and then some) to work a dog through
some fears and an article on positive reinforcement training and how it impacted them.
You will also see advice on how to properly select a trainer and some tips for doing so. There are a
lot of people out there calling themselves trainers. How do you know who is legitimate? How do
you select the right trainer?
There is also on short article on car safety with a website reference that will be of interest to many
of our readers.
Thank you again for your support of our rescue. We could not do what we do without you.

Team DRON

This Months Articles:
Car Safety for Dogs
Finding a good trainer or behavioral consultant
For the love of Jacob
Positive reinforcement training
In Memorium
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Car Safety for Dogs
How many of us think about our dog’s safety when
they are riding with us in the car? How many of us
just open the door and put them in the vehicle with
no restraint and never give it a second thought? I
am guessing that the majority of people reading
this fall into that category. We open the vehicle
door and put them in the back seat, maybe behind
a barrier and that’s all we do. We never give a second thought about it until an accident occurs.
Why do so many of us think this way? Do we assume that because they have four legs instead of
two that they can better brace themselves in a Collison or if the brakes get slammed on?
The fact is that anything not secured in a vehicle
during a collision will become a flying object and
that includes your dog, even your 70# Doberman!
They can be thrown into you and cause injury to
you or into the gear shift or even through the windshield. Anything of this nature could result in serious injury or even death to the dog and to you.
All dogs should be properly restrained when riding
in a vehicle and they should NEVER ride in the drivers lap (or any other person’s lap) or in the box of a
pick-up truck. There are car seat restraints for
smaller dogs and seat belt harnesses for bigger
dogs.
There is no government standards for any of the
safety devices used to restrain our dogs so a nonprofit group called Center for Pet Safety has done
their own independent testing of products. More
information on pet safety can be found at their
website: centerforpetsafety.org. Please refer to
their website for more information and remember
to properly restrain your pet next time they are in a
vehicle.

(THE ABOVE PICTURES ARE OF ONE OF OUR MEMBERS RESCUE DOGS PROPERLY RESTRAINED IN A SEATBELT THAT
PASSED THE TESTS DISCUSSED ON THE CENTER FOR PET
SAFETY SITE.)
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Finding a Good Trainer or
Behavioral Consultant
Used with permission from Dawn Thrapp
Nebraska Humane Society
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ior modification. Harsh training methods are NOT
necessary to achieve desired results. Never let
anyone talk you into doing something to your dog
that you are uncomfortable with. Your dog is depending on you.

Anyone can call themselves a dog trainer or behavior consultant making it difficult to sort out the
good from the bad. It is important to find someone that has an understanding of learning theory,
dog behavior, and proven hands on experience.
Hiring the wrong dog trainer can give you a false
sense of accomplishment, and can actually make
your dog’s problems worse or create new ones.

Interview the potential trainer/behavior consultant.

A good behavior consultant/trainer will have education in learning theory and dog behavior, including dog body language and social behavior. This
can be achieved through college classes, conferences such as those given by APDT (Association of
professional Dog Trainers), and seminars put on
by persons having a degree as a Behaviorist or
Ethologist. They should be keeping up with the
most recent science in behavior modification.
They must have hands on experience in your dog’s
area of need, using behaviorally sound methods
that avoid the use of punishment.

What events have you participated in, and/or
achievements have you earned with your own
dogs?

The consultant should be asking you lots of questions to determine the dog’s issues and the best
plan for your dog, and to determine if they are
qualified to help you. Questions would include
things like, health issues, visits to a vet to be
cleared of any medical issues, what changes have
happened recently in this dog’s life (including any
diet changes), any past trauma, or past training
experiences, etc.
Avoid trainers that use primarily punishment
based training, use harsh equipment, such as
pinch collars or shock collars, or they use words
like dominance or alpha. These trainers might not
be keeping up with the science of dogs and behav-

Talk to more than one trainer before hiring.
Sample questions you could ask:
Where did you receive your training?
What continuing education or seminars have you
attended?

What other dog activities have you been involved
in?
Which methods do you use? (If dealing with a
serious problem, push for details)Is there a way to
observe a lesson or class before hiring you?Cost (if
it seems too expensive for what you get, it might
be)
Web articles, same topic:
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/pets/dogtraining/choosing-a-behavior-consultant-for-yourdog?page=all
https://www.petfinder.com/dogs/dog-training/
find-dog-trainer/

http://bestfriends.org/resources/dogs/find-dogtrainer
http://dogtime.com/dog-trainers.html
What you don’t want in a dog trainer:
http://www.dacvb.org/wp-content/uploads/Howto-select-a-trainer-A-guide-for-owners.pdf
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FOR THE LOVE OF JACOB
(A story of what you do with your dog when the
challenges seem insurmountable)
By Carol and Kevin Frahm

Meet Jacob. For those of you who have already
met him, it is time to meet him again. He is not
the same boy who walked into Doberman Rescue
in 2015. Jacob was surrendered to DRON, by his
second family, after asking DRON for help with

some issues that his family ultimately could not
resolve or accept. Jacob was kenneled for a while
then we took him in to foster. Jacob was very
reactive both inside and outside of the house and
did not respond well to me and would either ignore me or challenge me. Jacob also had a habit
of sucking on his upper hind legs, rump or tail in
an effort to sooth his anxiety. He was routinely
wet when we came home from work and his tail
was hairless and raw.
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acted at the window to every vehicle that went by
our house and every person or animal that
walked by and his reactions were always explosive and uncontrollable including barking, spinning and redirecting to whomever was closest to
him. His outside reactions were very similar but
also included lunging toward things with wheels
such as bicycles and also at other dogs. The only
thing Kevin could do was to lift the 80 lb. Jacob off
the ground by his harness to take away his leverage. Jacob was also a fence fighter with all of our
neighbor dogs.
We got a prescription for Fluoxetine early on to
help Jacob with his anxiety and we knew that if
we were going to be successful in saving Jacob,
we needed a new training strategy. Kevin began
reading everything he could get his hands on and
started training with Cheryl Wilson at Bonafide
Dog Academy and Dawn Thrapp at the Nebraska
Humane Society. They recommended positive
reinforcement and started showing Kevin what
that looked like in dealing with Jacob. Kevin focused his reading and research on positive reinforcement and started experimenting with Jacob.
At first, it was very slow going and it was hard to
keep from getting discouraged, but we were determined that Jacob's third family would be his
forever family. We could never give up on him.

At first, we would use a squirt bottle on Jacob
when he was reactive at the window, much as we
had always done successfully with Gracie. It was
immediately obvious that this method of behavior
modification was not going to work with Jacob.
His reaction was to turn his anger toward whoever was closest to him at the moment. Jacob re-
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Slowly but surely, Jacob began responding. One of
the first things we worked on was getting Jacob to

leave the window and go to his room during an episode. It seemed counter intuitive to me, but every
time he reacted negatively at the window, Kevin
would give him treats and speak soothingly to him
before he got worked up enough to turn his attention toward Gracie or Cleo(our other two Dobermans) Then we would herd him off to his room.
After about 3 months, we could just tell him to go to
his room and he would go, without treats, without
putting a hand on him, without herding him and he
no longer challenged my authority. It seemed like a
miracle to me each and every time. Kevin continued
to work with Jacob at the window, soothing him with
talk, treats and petting and now, whether in the
house or outside the house, Jacob stays calm when
most vehicles go by. We are still working on the UPS
truck, but the improvement is no less than miraculous.
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rocks in a jug and tossing it near Jacob. This replaced
the air horn and worked just as well, without startling all of our neighbors. Now, all Kevin or I have to
do is pick up the jug and Jacob comes running for his
treat. At no time did we punish him for these behaviors, we just rewarded for correct responses.
Jacob is still taking anxiety medication but he is seldom wet anymore. Anytime he appears stressed
about anything, we just send him to his room and he
goes willingly and in a relaxed manner. Going for
walks with Jacob is still a challenge, but we are confident that positive reinforcement is helping Jacob in
his behavior and in reducing his anxiety. He is a loving, playful part of our family and the lessons we
have learned can only help us as we go forward with
him and other fosters. When we took Jacob in, it
was our intention to train him into an adoptable dog.
But in the end it was not just our time and effort that
we put into him, he had our hearts too. So once
again, we became foster failures. Thank you DRON.

Carol and Kevin Frahm

The fence fighting was handled in a similar fashion,
with the addition of an air horn, recommended by
Dawn. The blast from the horn got his attention and
Kevin could call him back and reward him. This time,
it only took about 5 lessons with the horn for Jacob
to get the idea. Dawn also recommended putting
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Training with Positive
Reinforcement
By Carol and Kevin Frahm

Most of us have used positive reinforcement to
some degree when training our dogs. We all reward our dogs for good behavior. It is also just as
likely that we all use negative reinforcement or
punishment. Negative reinforcement has worked
well for Kevin and I in training most of our dogs.
For those of you who do not know us, Kevin and I
are not dog trainers. In fact, we tend to spend
more time loving and spoiling our fosters than we
do in training. That all changed in 2015 with the
arrival of Jacob.
Kevin has been researching methods of dog training since we took in Gracie. But once we took Jacob in as a foster, we had to be much more deliberate in training by learning and applying positive
reinforcement. Jacob reacted very negatively to
punishment or correction and it didn't take us
long to figure out that we needed a new plan of
action.
In talking to and working with trainers over the
years such as Patrick and Stephanie of DRON,
Cheryl Wilson at Bonafied, Dawn Thrapp of the
Nebraska Humane Society and many others, Kevin
learned many different training ideas in dealing
with our fosters and adopted dobes. He has also
read many books and watched various videos on
the subject of dog training and through Dawn and
Cheryl, he started focusing his attention on positive reinforcement. Here are some of the things
we have learned.
Before you can apply effective positive reinforcement, you need to figure out what motivates your
dog. If your dog is motivated by food, then their
favorite foods can be used to reward desired be-
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havior. Cheese and bits of hot dog work well for
Jacob. His new favorite food is banana slices. If
food is not working, toys may work or just a good
old fashioned butt scratch. My Gracie will do just
about anything for her blue rubber ball.
Rather than punish your dog for not performing a
desired behavior during training, withhold reward
until the behavior is accomplished. No correction
is made. For example, when Kevin takes Jacob
for a walk and he reacts to something a block
away, rather than pulling on the leash and/or yelling or correcting him in a negative fashion, Kevin
simply walks him in the opposite direction and
rewards him as Jacob walks by his side without
barking or lunging.
Whenever Jacob lets a car pass by without reacting to it, Kevin says "good boy Jacob" and he
runs to Kevin for a butt scratch. So in this instance, we have gone from giving him a favorite
food item to a scratch and he is happy and responsive for that reward. This result took months
of training in small increments but it has been
worth every second spent in training. I believe
that trust is at the heart of the issue. Jacob
learned to trust that he would not be punished
and now he always comes readily when called.
Jacob responds the same way to me so the results
are not just Jacob's response to Kevin.
Positive reinforcement takes much repetition but
each time your dog performs the desired behavior, reward him. When he does not perform the
desired behavior, do not punish, just withhold the
treat. If you become frustrated during a training
session, take a break. Short training sessions
seem to work best for us and most of the experts
Kevin has researched, recommend making a command just once and waiting for the desired response rather than saying the command over and
over. Of course, your dog needs to understand
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what the command means first which usually take
some demonstration or added guidance in the beginning. We are still learning as we continue to
work with Jacob to help him be the best dog he
can be and this transition in training has been
good for all of us. For me at least, it was hard to
learn how to withhold correction or negative reinforcement. I still have a tendency to yell, but I am
not such an old dog that I cannot learn a new trick.
The more we learn, the better it will be for our
fosters.
Give positive reinforcement a try. We recommend
the following books and videos (not exclusively
positive reinforcement, but all helpful) for more
information:

The Rescued Dog Problem Solver by Tracy Libby
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IN MEMORIAM
The rescue gratefully acknowledges
the families below who designated
memorial money to our rescue in honor of their
loved ones. This is a great way to remember
those we have loved and lost and we thank them
for thinking of the rescue dogs at such a difficult
time:
The family of John Norman
The family of Cindy Scherer
The family of Tom Bauman
Our hearts go out to these families in their time of
loss.
To find out how to designate memorials to our rescue
please contact us at dron95@yahoo.com

(ebook available online)

Behavior Adjustment Training by Grisha Stewart
(ebook available online)
Beyond the Back Yard by Denise Fenzi
Fight by Jean Donaldson
The Other End of the Leash by Patricia B.
McConnell, Ph.D.
Search Youtube for the subject "Positive Reinforcement", "dog training", "aggression in dogs" and
any other subjects that fit your situation. These
searches lead to many useful free videos.
Carol and Kevin Frahm
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THE DOGS
NEED YOU!
Doberman Rescue of Nebraska greatly needs your help! Our dogs get saved because of the donations of generous people like you….the people who care about these dogs lives.
Please remember that all donations are tax deductible as we are a 501 c 3.
Donations can be given through Paypal on our website at www.doberescue-ne.org or mailed to:

Doberman Rescue of Nebraska
POB 390684
Omaha, NE 68139-0684
We greatly appreciate your taking the time to read this and considering giving a donation, or even
becoming a monthly donor.

Please Join the
DRON Facebook
page!
Click here to go to the DRON Facebook Page
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Contact Us:

Doberman Rescue of Nebraska
POB 390684
OMAHA NE 68139-0684
(402) 614-4495

dron95@yahoo.com

Credits
DRON is
President: Holli Sampson
Vice President: Lisa Taylor
Treasurer: Jerry Sorbel
Secretary: Stephanie Auschwitz
Board Members:
Kevin Jespersen
Kirk Sampson
Cory Porter
Mike Caniglia
Newsletter: Holli Sampson and Mike Caniglia
Adoption Coordinator: Lisa Taylor
Correspondence Secretary: Holli Sampson
And many many other wonderful volunteers who work tirelessly to save lives!
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We need your help!
Doberman Rescue welcomes your donations and help of any kind!
____ Yes, I would like to help you to care for the animals.
Enclosed is my gift of $_________.
____ I would like to make a monthly pledge to support
Doberman Rescue of Nebraska. I will pledge a monthly amount of $________.
____ I know of a business that would do a corporate sponsorship.
Here is their contact information:
__________________________________________________________________
DRON is a 501 (c) (3) organization, so all donations are tax deductible!
PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO DRON,
ATTN: HOLLI SAMPSON
POB 390684
Omaha, NE 68139-0684
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT DONATING:
NAME: ______________________________________

ADDRESS: ______________________________________
______________________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS (WE WILL NOT SELL THIS TO ANYONE!)_________________
PHONE NUMBER: (_____) - _______-_____________
____I AM INTERESTED IN BEING A VOLUNTEER. PLEASE CONTACT ME!
TELL US ABOUT YOUR DOG:__________________________________________
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